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Detecting essential surfaces as intersections
in the character variety

MICHELLE CHU

We describe a family of hyperbolic knots whose character variety contain exactly
two distinct components of characters of irreducible representations. The intersection
points between the components carry rich topological information. In particular, these
points are nonintegral and detect a Seifert surface.

57M25; 20C15, 57M27, 57M50

1 Introduction

The SL2C character varieties of the fundamental groups of hyperbolic 3–manifolds
carry a lot of topological information. In particular, Culler and Shalen [4] developed
a technique to detect embedded essential surfaces in a 3–manifold that arise from
nontrivial actions of the fundamental group on a tree arising from ideal points in
the SL2C character variety. The SL2C character variety of a hyperbolic knot group
contains multiple components, including the canonical component, which contains the
character of a holonomy representation, and a component containing the characters of
reducible representations. We address the following question:

Question 1.1 How do multiple components in the SL2C character variety interact?
In particular, what can we say about the characters in the intersection between multiple
components?

In this paper we consider a family of two-bridge knots whose character varieties contain
two distinct curves containing characters of irreducible representations. For this family,
the existence of multiple curves was known to Ohtsuki [12] and the existence of exactly
two distinct curves was shown by Macasieb, Peterson, and van Luijk [9]. The main
result of this paper is the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2 There exist infinitely many two-bridge knots having two distinct alge-
braic curve components of irreducible representations in their character varieties and
whose intersection points detect a Seifert surface.
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As is well known, components of the character varieties of two-bridge knots have the
structure of algebraic curves which lie naturally in CP2 (see Section 3.1). As such,
Bezout’s theorem guarantees finitely many points of intersection between any two curves.
Some of these points are ideal, so that, following the methods in Culler and Shalen [4],
they detect essential surfaces. It turns out that for this family, affine intersection points
determine characters of algebraic nonintegral, irreducible representations and also give
interesting topological information. We once again obtain nontrivial actions on a tree,
and hence also detect essential surfaces (see Section 2.5).

Interestingly, the characters in the intersection are nonintegral over the prime 2. In
addition to these, one can check by explicit computation that the character varieties
for the two-bridge knots 77 , 811 , 96 , 910 , 917 , 105 , 109 and 1032 contain exactly
two distinct curves of irreducible representations. It is also true in these examples
that affine intersections between multiple curves are algebraic nonintegral, correspond
to irreducible representations, and, furthermore, the trace of the meridian in these
representations fails to be integral by a prime over 2.

There appears to be no algebrogeometric reason as to why these affine intersection
points are nonintegral, and in particular nonintegral by a prime over 2. For instance,
computed examples of affine intersection points between curves of characters for two
different knots were sometimes integral and other times not. This data suggests the
following questions.

Question 1.3 Suppose K is a hyperbolic two-bridge knot with multiple components of
characters of irreducible representations in its character variety. When are intersection
points between these components algebraic nonintegral? When are they nonintegral
over the prime 2? What slopes are detected? What happens for general knots?

1.1 Outline

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the necessary background on
character varieties, two-bridge knots, boundary slopes and actions on trees associated
to algebraic nonintegral representations. We also introduce the family of two-bridge
knots of interest in this paper. Section 3 builds on the work of Macasieb, Petersen
and van Luijk [9]. We construct the character variety, define the smooth variety
birationally equivalent to the character variety introduced in [9], and then use the
birational equivalence to describe the points of intersection between components. In
Section 4 we state and prove a precise version of Theorem 1.2 and determine the
surfaces detected by affine intersection points. In Section 5 we describe in detail the
intersection points for the first two knots in the family. In Section 6 we make some
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final remarks on the existence of multiple components and describe examples of other
two-bridge knots with multiple components.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Character varieties

We begin with some background on representation varieties and in particular character
varieties. For more on this material see [4].

Let � be a finitely generated group. The SL2C–representation variety of � is the set
R.�/D Hom.�;SL2C/ and has the structure of an affine algebraic set over Q with
coordinates given by the matrix entries of the images of the generators of � .

The SL2C character variety of � is the set zX .�/ D f�� W � 2 R.�/g, where the
character ��W � ! C is the map defined by ��. / D tr.� / for all  2 � . For all
 2 � define the map t W R.�/! C by t .�/D ��. /. The ring R generated by 1
and the maps t for  2 � turns out to be finitely generated by, say, ft1

; : : : ; tm
g for

some elements 1; : : : ; m 2 � . It follows that a character �� 2 zX .�/ is determined
by its values on the finitely many elements 1; : : : ; m 2 � . We get that zX .�/ has the
structure of an affine algebraic set in Cm with coordinate ring R. Different sets of
generators for R give different models for zX .�/ which are all isomorphic over Z.

An SL2C representation � 2 R.�/ is reducible if, up to conjugation, �. / is upper
triangular for every  , and otherwise irreducible. An SL2C representation � 2 R.�/
is abelian if its image is abelian, and otherwise is nonabelian. Every irreducible
representation is nonabelian. However, there exist reducible nonabelian representations.
The set of characters of abelian representations Xab.�/ is itself a variety. Let Xna.�/

be the Zariski closure of zX .�/�Xab.�/ and denote it by X.�/.

If two representations �; �0 2R.�/ are conjugate, then ��D��0 . Also if ��D��0 and
� is irreducible then � and �0 are conjugate. Therefore, when considering irreducible
representations, we may think of X.�/ as the space of irreducible representations
modulo conjugation.
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Whenever � is the fundamental group of an orientable, complete hyperbolic 3–
manifolds of finite volume, there is an irreducible component of X.�/ containing the
character of a holonomy representation of the 3–manifold. This component is called
the canonical component.

One can also define the PSL2C–character variety (see [3, Section 3; 8, Section 2.1;
9, Section 2.1.2]). In the case of � a knot group, the PSL2C–character variety zY .�/
is the quotient zX .�/=Hom.�;˙1/, where ˙1 is the kernel of the homomorphism
SL2C ! PSL2C . It has as coordinate ring the subring of R of elements invariant
under ˙1. Let Y .�/ denote the image of X.�/ in zY .�/.

2.2 Two-bridge knots

Two-bridge knots are those nontrivial knots admitting a knot diagram with two maxima.
Every two-bridge knot is associated to a two-bridge normal form .p; q/, where p and
q are integers with p odd and 0 < q < p . Whenever q ¤ 1, the associated knot is
hyperbolic. Two knots with two-bridge normal forms .p; q/ and .p0; q0/ are equivalent
if and only if p D p0 and either q D q0 or qq0 �˙1 mod p .

The knot group corresponding to the two-bridge normal form .p; q/ has a presentation
ha; b W aw D wbi, where a and b are meridians and w D a�1b�2 � � � a�p�2a�p�1 with
�i D .�1/biq=pc and b�c the floor function (see [13, Proposition 1; 10, Proposition 1]).

2n

2n

�1=n

�1=n

�1

�2

Figure 1: The two-bridge knot J.2n; 2n/ (left) and the Borromean rings (right)
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�1 �2

Figure 2: Borromean rings after isotopy

For this presentation the preferred meridian is given by a and the corresponding
preferred longitude is given by ww�a�2e.w/ , where w� is w written backwards and
e.w/D

P
�i , so that the total exponent sum of the longitude is 0 (see [6, Section 2]).

2.3 A family of two-bridge knots

The knots to be considered in this paper are the members of the family of hyperbolic two-
bridge knots J.2n; 2n/ for n� 2 with two-bridge normal form .4n2�1; 4n2�2n�1/.
Note that this form is equivalent to .4n2� 1; 2n/. These have knot diagrams as shown
in Figure 1, left, and are obtained as �1

n
and �1

n
surgeries on two components of the

Borromean rings as in Figure 1, right. The first knot in this family, J.4; 4/, is the knot
74 in the knot tables with two-bridge normal form .15; 11/.

The knot group �n for J.2n; 2n/ can be computed as in [6, Proposition 1]. It has
presentation

(2-1) �n D �1.S
3
nJ.2n; 2n//D ha; b W awn

D wnbi;

where w D .ab�1/n.a�1b/n . As in Section 2.2, the preferred meridian is a with
corresponding preferred longitude .wn/.wn/� .

These knots have an orientable Seifert surface of genus 1 whose fundamental group is
generated by the images of the meridians �1 and �2 after the two Dehn surgeries (see

s1 s2

Figure 3: A Seifert surface for the knot J.2n; 2n/
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Figures 2 and 3). From the proof of [6, Proposition 1], these correspond to

(2-2) s1 D ..ab�1/n.a�1b/n/n and s2 D .ab�1/n:

These two elements generate a free subgroup and their commutator s1s�1
2

s�1
1

s2 corre-
sponds to the preferred longitude. We note that this is not a unique Seifert surface. In
fact, it can be shown following [5] that there are two nonisotopic Seifert surfaces.

2.4 Boundary slopes

An essential surface in a 3–manifold is a properly embedded orientable incompressible
surface which is not boundary parallel. Let V WD V .K/ denote the exterior of the
knot K . Any embedded essential surface S with nonempty boundary in V will
have nonempty boundary @S D S \ @V , a collection of disjoint circles on the torus
boundary of V . Since these circles are disjoint, they represent the same element in the
fundamental group of the boundary torus. We identify �1.@V / with the group Z�Z,
where the factors are generated by the preferred meridian and the preferred longitude.
Therefore, these circles in @S correspond to a class .p; q/ 2 Z�Z, where p and q

are relatively prime. We call p=q the slope of S , and represent it in �1.V / by the
element M pLq , where M is the meridian and L the longitude. We say that p=q is a
boundary slope for K if there is an essential surface S in V with slope p=q . We call
the class .0; 1/ the 0–slope and the class .1; 0/ the 1–slope.

Note that two-bridge knots have small exteriors, that is, they do not contain closed
embedded essential surfaces (see [5]).

2.5 Algebraic nonintegral representations and actions on the tree

The topics in this section can be found in [17, Section II.1; 4, Sections 1 and 2.3; 18,
Section 3; 16, Section 1]. The description of the tree and the action follows from [18,
Section 3].

Let H be a number field with a discrete valuation vW H� ! Z[ f1g. There is a
canonical way to construct a simplicial tree TH ;v on which SL2.H / acts without
inversion. This construction was described by Serre in this form, but was previously
discovered by Bruhat and Tits. Let Ov be the valuation ring and let � be a choice of
uniformizer. Define the graph TH ;v with vertices given by the homothety classes of
lattices in H 2 and an edge between two vertices if there exist representative lattices ƒ0

and ƒ1 and a linear automorphism M of H 2 of determinant ˇ with v.ˇ/D 1 which
maps ƒ0 onto ƒ1 . It turns out that TH ;v is a tree and SL2.H / acts on it simplicially
and without inversions by the action induced from the action on H 2 .
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When the fundamental group �D�1.V / has a representation � into the group SL2.H /,
there is an induced action of � on the tree TH ;v via the representation � . If the action
of � on TH ;v is nontrivial, it induces a splitting of � D�1.V / along an edge stabilizer.
By Culler and Shalen, there is an essential surface associated to this action (see [4,
Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.3.1]). The fundamental group of this associated essential surface
is contained in an edge stabilizer. We say such an essential surface is detected by the
representation � .

Whenever there is an element  2 � with v.tr.� // < 0, the action of � on TH ;v is
nontrivial. In particular, consider a representation �W � ! SL2.H / where H is an
algebraic number field and such that there is some element  2 � with tr.� / not an
algebraic integer. We call such a representation an algebraic nonintegral representation.
Then there is some prime ideal P in Ov such that vP.tr.�. /// < 0.

The following lemma is a restatement of Corollary 3 of [16]. It describes how to
determine the slope detected by a representation with an algebraic nonintegral character.

Lemma 2.1 Let V be a hyperbolic knot exterior and �W �1.V /! SL2.k/ a repre-
sentation, where k is a number field. If ��. / is not an algebraic integer for some
slope  2 @V but ��.ı/ is an algebraic integer for another slope ı 2 �1.@V /, then ��
detects an essential surface S in V with boundary slope ı .

3 Character variety of J.2n; 2n/

3.1 Character varieties: the standard model

Consider the knot J.2n; 2n/ with knot group presentation as in (2-1). The generators
a and b are conjugate in the group, so ta D tb D tb�1 . We may take ta and tab�1 as
the generators for the ring R defined in Section 2.1 and also as coordinates in X.�n/

(see [4, Proposition 1.4.1]).

A nonabelian representation �0 2 R.�n/ with ta.�0/ D x and tab�1.�0/ D r is
conjugate in SL2C to a representation � with ADW �.a/ and B DW �.b/ given by

(3-1) AD

�
� 1

0 ��1

�
and B D

�
� 0

2� r ��1

�
:

This �0 is reducible exactly when r D 2.

We set x D tr.A/ and r D tr.AB�1/. Choose � for which x D �C ��1 and let
Wn D .AB�1/n.A�1B/n . Then an assignment of � and r extends to a representation
if and only if AW n

n DW n
n B . This results in four equations in � and r , one for each
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matrix coordinate. However, the vanishing set of these four equations can be defined by
a single equation in x and r which is independent of the choice between � and ��1

(see [14, Theorem 1]).

Definition 3.1 Let f0.u/D 0, f1.u/D 1 and define fjC1.u/D u �fj .u/�fj�1.u/.
Define also gj .u/D fj .u/�fj�1.u/.

The variety X.�n/ is defined as the vanishing set of the polynomial

(3-2) fn.t/.fn.r/gn.r/.�x2
C 2C r/� 1/Cfn�1.t/;

where

(3-3) t D tr.Wn/D .2� r/.x2
� 2� r/f 2

n .r/C 2

and Wn D .AB�1/n.A�1B/n (see [9, Proposition 3.8]).

The variety X.�n/ is an affine algebraic curve. Also, it is the double cover of the
variety Y .�n/ with variables .r;y/ via the covering map

(3-4) X.�n/! Y .�n/; .r;x/ 7! .r;x2
� 2/;

(see [9, Section 2.2.2]).

Affine algebraic curves may be completed naturally into projective curves by homog-
enizing their defining polynomials. Therefore, we may think of X.�n/ and Y .�n/

as projective curves in CP2 composed of an affine part and finitely many points of
completion, that is, ideal points.

3.2 Character varieties: the smooth model

The varieties X.�n/ and Y .�n/ for J.2n; 2n/ are not smooth at infinity. To get
around this, a new projective model D.�n/ was introduced in [9]. This new model is
birationally equivalent to Y .�n/ and each of its irreducible components is smooth.

Let D.�n/ be the projective closure of the affine variety in the coordinates r D tab�1

and t D tw . It is the vanishing set of the polynomial

(3-5) gnC1.r/gn.t/�gn.r/gnC1.t/:

Theorem 3.2 For n� 2 in Z the following statements hold:

(1) D.�n/ is birationally equivalent to Y .�n/ via the map

(3-6) Y .�n/!D.�n/; .r;y/ 7! .r; .2� r/.y � r/f 2
n .r/C 2/:
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(2) Y .�n/ and D.�n/ are isomorphic outside a finite number of points .r;y/ in
Y .�n/ given by .r � 2/fn.r/D 0.

(3) D.�n/ consists of two irreducible components: the component D0 defined by
the line r � t and the component D1 defined as the projective closure of the
complement of D0 . Furthermore, each component is smooth.

(4) Y .�n/ has two irreducible components: the canonical component Y0 and the
component Y1 . Furthermore, Y0 is birationally equivalent to D0 and Y1 to D1 .

(5) X.�n/ has two irreducible components: the canonical component X0 and the
component X1 . Furthermore, X0 is the double cover of Y0 and X1 the double
cover of Y1 (see (3-4)).

Proof These statements are given in Propositions 4.4 and 4.6 of [9].

3.3 Intersections between components

In this section we describe a polynomial Gn which determines the r –coordinate of the
intersection points of D0 and D1 . We show Gn also determines the r –coordinate in
the affine intersection points of Y0 and Y1 via the birational equivalence, and thus also
for the affine intersection points of X0 and X1 .

Definition 3.3 Let g0i D dgi=du and define

(3-7) Gj D g0jC1gj �gjC1g0j :

Lemma 3.4 For j � 2 in Z the following statements hold:

(1) fj is monic, separable and of degree n� 1.

(2) .uC 2/Gj D f2j C 2j .

(3) Gj is monic and of degree 2j � 2.

(4) Gj and fj do not share a root.

(5) f2j D uf 2
j � 2fjfj�1 .

(6) fj .2/D j .

Proof Proofs for (1), (2) and (3) are found in [9, Lemmas 3.3 and 5.4] but we gather
the necessary information here for convenience. Recall that f0 D 0, f1 D 1 and
fj D u � fj�1 � fj�2 . It follows by induction on j that fj is monic and of degree
j � 1. To prove separable consider the ring ZŒu�Œs�=.s2�usC 1/Š ZŒs; s�1�. Here
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u D s C s�1 and it follows that fj .u/ D .s
j � s�j /=.s � s�1/ by induction on j .

Consider the following polynomial in ZŒu�Œs�=.s2�usC 1/:

.sjC1
� sj�1/fj D .s

jC1
� sj�1/

sj � s�j

s1� s�1
D .s2j

� 1/
s1� s�1

s1� s�1
D s2j

� 1:

Since s2j � 1 is separable, so is fj , and this proves (1).

The identity in (2) follows directly from the definition of Gj by considering its image
in the ring ZŒu�Œs�=.s2�usC 1/.

By (1), f2j is monic and of degree 2j � 1� 3. Using the identity in (2), Gj is also
monic and is of degree .2j � 1/� 1D 2j � 2, proving (3).

Suppose ! is a root of Gj and pick � 2 C� such that ! D � C ��1 . By (2),
0D f2j .!/C 2j , so then

�2j D f2j .!/D
�2j � ��2j

� � ��1
D .�j

C ��j /
�j � ��j

� � ��1
D .�j

C ��j /fj .!/:

Then (4) follows since this implies fj .!/¤ 0.

The identity in part (5) follows by considering fj .u/D .s
j � s�j /=.sC s�1/ in the

ring ZŒu�Œs�=.s2�usC 1/ to get

f2j D fj .fjC1�fj�1/

and using the recursive definition for fjC1 .

The identity in part (6) follows from induction on j .

We can now describe the points of intersection between D0 and D1 .

Lemma 3.5 If the point P D .r0; t0/ is in the intersection of D0.�n/ and D1.�n/,
then P satisfies Gn.r0/DGn.t0/D 0.

Proof A similar statement is included in [9, Lemma 5.5]. We include a complete
proof for the relevant case.

In the ring ZŒu�Œs�=.s2�usC 1/,

f 2
n �fn�1fnC1 D

.sn� s�n/2

.s� s�1/2
�
.sn�1� s1�n/.snC1� s�n�1/

.s� s�1/2
D 1:

As a polynomial, we have that f 2
n �fn�1fnC1 D 1.
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Recall F DgnC1.r/gn.t/�gn.r/gnC1.t/ is the defining polynomial for D.�n/. Since
P is a point in the intersection of two components, it is a singular point of D.�n/.
Therefore Fr WD @F=@r.P /D 0 and F.P /D 0. We can then easily check that

0D gn.r0/Fr .P /�g0n.r0/F.P /D gn.t0/Gn.r0/

and
0D gnC1.r0/Fr .P /�g0nC1.r0/F.P /D gnC1.t0/Gn.r0/:

If Gn.r0/¤ 0 then gn.t0/D gnC1.t0/D 0. However,

fngn�fn�1gnC1 D f
2

n �fn�1fnC1 D 1

implies gn and gnC1 are relatively prime polynomials and contradicts gn.t0/ D

gnC1.t0/D 0. Thus Gn.r0/D 0 and also Gn.t0/D 0.

Lemma 3.6 The affine parts of X0 and X1 are smooth. Furthermore, their affine
intersection points correspond to irreducible representations and are determined 2-to-1
with the intersection points of D0 and D1 .

Proof From Theorem 3.2, D0 and D1 are smooth and isomorphic to Y0 and Y1

outside of the points with .r�2/fn.r/D 0. This implies that all the affine points of Y0

and Y1 , and equivalently of X0 and X1 outside of the points with .r�2/fn.r/D 0 are
smooth. The affine part of Y .�/ does not contain points .r;y/ satisfying fn.r/D 0.
Similarly, the affine part of X.�/ does not contain points .r;x/ satisfying fn.r/D 0.

Let F D fn.t.r;x//.fn.r/gn.r/.�x2 C 2C r/� 1/C fn�1.t.r;x// with t.r;x/ D

.2� r/.x2 � 2� r/f 2
n .r/C 2, the defining polynomial for X as in (3-2). Suppose

.r0;x0/ is a point in the affine part of X with r0 D 2. Then t.r0;x0/ D 2 and
x2

0
D .4n2� 1/=n2 . In particular, x0 ¤ 0. Let Fx D @F=@x . Then

FxD
@fn.t/

@t

dt

dx
.fn.r/gn.r/.�x2

C2Cr/�1/Cfn.t/fn.r/gn.r/.�2x/C
@fn�1.t/

@t

dt

dx

with
dt

dx
D .2� r/f 2

n .r/.x/:

Evaluating at .r0;x0/ we get dt=dx.r0;x0/D 0 and

Fx.r0;x0/D 0Cfn.2/fn.2/gn.2/.�2x0/C 0

D .n/.n/.n� nC 1/.�2x0/ by Lemma 3.4(6)

D�2n2x0

¤ 0:
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Therefore .r0;x0/ is a smooth point in X . In particular, .r0;x0/ is not an intersection
point of X0 and X1 .

If .r1;x1/ is a point in the affine intersection of X0 and X1 then r1 ¤ 2, so it
corresponds to an irreducible representation. This point .r1;x1/ maps to a point in the
intersection of D0 and D1 via the map X.�n/! Y .�n/!D.�n/ (the covering map
composed with the birational equivalence).

4 Proof of the main result

Theorem 1.2 will follow from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.

4.1 Surface detection

In this section we show that the intersection points detect essential surfaces.

Theorem 4.1 Every intersection point in X.�n/ detects an essential surface in the
complement of J.2n; 2n/ in S3 .

Proof The work of Culler and Shalen (see [4, Theorem 2.2.1 and Proposition 2.3.1])
shows that any ideal point in the character variety will give rise to an embedded essential
surface in the knot exterior. Thus we need only consider the affine intersection points.

By Lemma 3.6, any affine intersection point .r0;x0/ of X0 and X1 maps to the point
.r0; r0/ in the intersection of D0 and D1 , since D0 is defined by the line r � t (see
Theorem 3.2(3)). Therefore, by Lemma 3.5, Gn.r0/ D 0. Notice that the defining
polynomials for D0 and D1 have degree 1 and 2n� 2, respectively, so by Bezout’s
theorem for smooth algebraic curves, they have 2n� 2 distinct intersections points.
Since Gn is of degree 2n� 2 (see Lemma 3.4(3)), it must be that the roots of Gn

exactly determine the intersection points of D0 and D1 . We will now show that the
x0 at each intersection point .r0;x0/ is not an algebraic integer. It will then follow
that the affine intersection points detect essential surfaces (see Section 2.5).

Let H DQ.r0; �0/ and v a valuation on H with v.�/D 1 and for some uniformizer
� over the prime 2 and �0 an eigenvalue of A. Let p be the prime associated with
v and Fp its residue field. Then Fp has characteristic 2. Combining Lemmas 3.4(2)
and 3.4(5), we get

.uC 2/Gn D uf 2
n � 2fnfn�1C 2n:
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The reduction of this equation to Fp shows Gn D f
2

n over Fp . Evaluating at r0 gives
0Df 2

n .r0/ in Fp . Therefore v.f 2
n .r0//> 0, so f 2

n .r0/ is not a unit and thus 1=f 2
n .r0/

is not an algebraic integer. Combining (3-3) with t0 D r0 we get that

(4-1) x2
0 D 2C r0�

1

f 2
n .r0/

is not an algebraic integer.

4.2 Detected slope

In this section we determine the slope of the detected surfaces and prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 4.2 The affine intersection points in X.�n/ detect a Seifert surface.

The following trace identities for M1;M2 2 SL2C follow from Cayley–Hamilton:

tr.M1/D tr.M�1
1 /;(4-2)

tr.M1M2/D tr.M2M1/;(4-3)

tr.M1M2/D .trM1/.trM2/� tr.M�1
1 M2/(4-4)

D .trM1/.trM2/� tr.M1M�1
2 /:

The following identities follows from the previous identities by induction:

tr.M k
1 /D tr.M1/fk.tr.M1//�2fk�1.tr.M1//(4-5)

D fkC1.tr.M1//�fk�1.tr.M1//;

trŒM1;M2�D tr.M1M2M�1
1 M�1

2 /(4-6)

D tr2.M1/Ctr2.M2/Ctr2.M1M2/�tr.M1/tr.M2/tr.M1M2/�2:

Lemma 4.3 Let S1 and S2 be the images of s1 and s2 at a representation correspond-
ing to a point .r;x/ in X.�n/. The trace of S1S�1

2
is given by

(4-7) fn.r/.fn.t/ı1;1� rfn�1.t//�fn�1.r/.fnC1.t/�fn�1.t//

with
t D .2� r/.x2

� 2� r/f 2
n .r/C 2

and
ı1;1 D tr.WnBA�1/D .2� r/fn�1.r/fn.r/.x

2
� 2� r/C r:
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Proof Recall that tr.S1/D tr.W n
n /, where tr.Wn/D t and tr.S�1

2
/D tr..BA�1/n/,

where tr.BA�1/D tr.AB�1/D r .

Set ıd;e D tr.W d
n .BA�1/e/ and

d;e D fe.r/.fd .t/ı1;1� rfd�1.t//�fe�1.r/.fdC1.t/�fd�1.t//:

The statement of the lemma is equivalent to ıd;e D d;e in the case d D n and e D n.

We have
ıd;0 D tr.W d

n /

D tr.Wn/fd .tr.Wn//� 2fd�1.tr.Wn// by (4-5)

D tfd .t/� 2fd�1.t/

D fdC1.t/�fd�1.t/

D d;0

and
ı0;e D tr..BA�1/e/

D tr.BA�1/fe.tr.BA�1//� 2fe�1.tr.BA�1// by (4-5)

D tr.AB�1/fe.tr.AB�1//� 2fe�1.tr.AB�1// by (4-2)

D rfe.r/� 2fe�1.r/

D 0;e:

Clearly 1;1 D ı1;1 , which is given by

ı1;1 D tr.WnBA�1/

D tr.BA�1Wn/ by (4-3)

D tr.BA�1.AB�1/n.A�1B/n/

D tr..AB�1/n�1.A�1B/n�1A�1B/

D tr.Wn�1A�1B/

D .2� r/fn�1.r/fn.r/.x
2
� 2� r/C r by [9, Lemma 3.6]:

Notice that ıd;1 satisfies the recursion

ıd;1D tr.W d
n BA�1/D tr.Wn/tr.W d�1

n BA�1/� tr.W d�2
n BA�1/D tıd�1;1�ıd�2;1;

as does

d;1 D fd .t/ı1;1� rfd�1.t/

D tfd�1.t/ı1;1�fd�2.t/ı1;1� r tfd�2.t/C rfd�3.t/

D t.fd�1.t/ı1;1� rfd�2.t//� .fd�2.t/ı1;1C rfd�3.t//

D t1;1� 2;1:
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Also notice that ıd;e satisfies the recursion

ıd;e D tr.W d
n .BA�1/e/

D tr.W d
n .BA�1/e�1BA�1/

D tr.W d
n .BA�1/e�1/tr.BA�1/� tr.W d

n .BA�1/e�2/

D rıd;e�1� ıd;e�2;

as does

d;e D fe.r/.fd .t/ı1;1� rfd�1.t//�fe�1.r/.fdC1.t/�fd�1.t//

D .rfe�1.r/�fe�2.r//.fd .t/ı1;1� rfd�1.t//

� .rfe�2.r/�fe�3.r//.fdC1.t/�fd�1.t//

D rd;e�1� d;e�2:

Since the equivalence is satisfied for ı0;0 , ı1;0 , ı0;1 and ı1;1 , this completes the
proof.

Lemma 4.4 If S is a connected essential surface in the exterior of J.2n; 2n/ with
slope zero, then S is a genus 1 Seifert surface.

Proof Recall from Section 2.3 that the knots J.2n; 2n/ have two-bridge normal form
.4n2�1; 2n/. Using the language of [5], the unique continued fraction expansion for the
knot J.2n; 2n/DK2n=.4n2�1/ of the form Œa1;�a2; a3; : : : ;˙ak � as in [5, Figure 5]
and the proceeding paragraph is given by Œ2n� 1;�1; 2n� 1�. By [5, Theorem 1(c)]
and the remarks on [5, page 229] and the top of [5, page 230], any essential surface is
carried by a branched surface corresponding to a minimal edge path involving only the
heavy lines in [5, Figure 5]. Following the remarks at the end of [5, page 229], there
are four minimal edge paths. These correspond to the continued fraction expansions

Œ�2; : : : ;�2„ ƒ‚ …
2n�2

;�3;�2; : : : ;�2„ ƒ‚ …
2n�2

�; Œ�2; : : : ;�2„ ƒ‚ …
2n�1

;2n�1�; Œ2n�1;�2; : : : ;�2„ ƒ‚ …
2n�1

�; Œ2n;2n�:

By [5, Proposition 2], the branched surfaces associated to these continued fraction
expansions will carry essential surfaces of slopes determined solely by the continued
fraction expansion. The corresponding slopes are 2�8n, �4n, �4n and 0, respectively.

Any connected surface of slope zero is therefore carried by the branched surface
†Œ2n; 2n�. By [5, Proposition 1(1)] and the remark directly following it, this surface is
a single-sheeted orientable surface. Such an essential connected surface of slope zero
is then isotopic to either S1.0/ or S1.1/ as constructed in [5, page 227]. It is easy to
see from the construction that S1.0/ and S1.1/ are nonseparating surfaces. Therefore,
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a connected essential surface of slope zero in the exterior of J.2n; 2n/ is a Seifert
surface.

By [5, Corollary to Proposition 1], all essential Seifert surfaces for a two-bridge knot
have the same genus. Since the Seifert surface described in Section 2.3 has genus 1,
all essential Seifert surfaces for J.2n; 2n/ also have genus 1.

We can now prove Theorem 4.2.

Proof of Theorem 4.2 Suppose that .r0;x0/ is a point in the affine intersection of
X0 and X1 and recall that t0D r0 (see Theorem 3.2(3)). Let S1 and S2 be the images
of s1 and s2 of a representation corresponding to .r0;x0/. Recall from Section 2.3
that the preferred longitude is given by .Wn/

n.W �n /
n D S1S�1

2
S�1

1
S2 .

By (4-6), S1S�1
2

S�1
1

S2 has trace

tr.S1S�1
2 S�1

1 S2/D tr2.S1/C tr2.S2/C tr2.S1S�1
2 /� tr.S1/tr.S2/tr.S1S�1

2 /� 2

D t2
0 C r2

0 C tr2.S1S�1
2 /� t0r0tr.S1S�1

2 /� 2

D 2r2
0 C .1� r2

0 /tr
2.S1S�1

2 /� 2:

Since tr.Wn/ D t0 D r0 , S1 D W n
n has trace r0fn.r0/ � 2fn�1.r0/ and, since

tr.AB�1/D r0 , also S2D .AB�1/n has trace r0fn.r0/�2fn�1.r0/. From Lemma 4.3,
S1S�1

2
has trace

.2� r0/.x
2
0 � 2� r0/fn�1f

3
n C r0f

2
n � r0fn�1fn�fn�1fnC1Cf

2
n�1

evaluated at r0 . Since r0 is an algebraic integer (see Lemmas 3.5 and 3.4(3)), it
suffices to show that x2

0
f 2

n .r0/ is an algebraic integer, guaranteeing the integrality of
tr.S1S�1

2
/. Applying (4-1), we get

x2
0f

2
n .r0/D

�
2C r0�

1

f 2
n .r0/

�
f 2

n .r0/D .2C r0/f
2

n .r0/� 1:

which is an algebraic integer. The theorem now follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 4.4.

Remark There are finitely many characters of reducible representations in X.�n/.
These are contained in X0 and also detect the slope zero. To see this, let .r0;x0/ 2X

correspond to a reducible representation � . Then r0 D 2. Substituting r0 D 2 at (3-3)
we get t0 D 2 and at (3-2) we get

(4-8) x2
0 D

4n2� 1

n2
;

which is not an algebraic integer. We may conjugate � so that �.�/ is generated by
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�
� 1

0 ��1

�
and

�
� 0

0 ��1

�
:

Then the character � is the same as a character of a diagonal representation, which is
abelian. Therefore the traces of the images of s1 , s2 and s1s�1

2
are all the same as the

trace of the image of the identity, which is the integer 2.

5 Two examples

We consider in detail the first two knots in the family J.2n; 2n/, namely 74 (nD 2)
and 11a363 (nD 3).

5.1 The first knot

The first knot in the family J.2n; 2n/ is the knot 74 of two-bridge normal form .15; 11/

with knot group
�2 D ha; b W aw

2
D w2bi;

where w D ab�1ab�1a�1ba�1b . The variety X.�2/ is defined by the polynomial

.�1C 2r2
C r3

� r2x2/.1C 4r � 4r2
� r3
C r4

� 2rx2
C 3r2x2

� r3x2/;

where the first factor defines the canonical component X0 and the second factor defines
the component X1 . These two curves intersect at 20 points, counting multiplicities.
However, 16 of these correspond to 2 ideal points (each with multiplicity 8). The
affine intersections points .r;x/ are�
1� i;

q
3� 3

2
i
�
;

�
1� i;�

q
3� 3

2
i
�
;

�
1C i;

q
3C 3

2
i
�
;

�
1C i;�

q
3C 3

2
i
�
;

each with multiplicity 1. The x–coordinates of these points are the four roots of the
polynomial 4x4 � 24x2 C 45. These algebraic nonintegral numbers determine the
traces of the meridian.

Consider the representation �W �2! SL2C given by

�.a/D

�
� 1

0 ��1

�
and �.b/D

�
� 0

1C i ��1

�
corresponding to the point

�
1� i;

p
3� 3

2
i
�
, with �D 1

2

�p
�1� 3

2
iC

p
3� 3

2
i
�
. The

image of the longitude is the matrix�
7C 12i C 2

p
�24C 42i �8

p
�3� 6i

0 7C 12i � 2
p
�24C 42i

�
with trace 14C 24i , an algebraic integer.
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Remark It is easy to see that for the representations given by these affine intersection
points, the restriction of the peripheral subgroup is faithful. The meridian and longitude
are mapped to loxodromics with the same axis. However, since one has nonintegral
trace and the other integral trace, these generate a nondiscrete Z2 . This leads us to
ask the following question: Could these representations be faithful? A positive answer
would imply that the noncanonical component contains faithful representations, and in
particular do not come from a quotient.

5.2 The second knot

The second knot in the family J.2n; 2n/ is the knot 11a363 of two-bridge normal form
.35; 29/ with knot group

�2 D ha; b W aw
3
D w3bi;

where w D ab�1ab�1ab�1a�1ba�1ba�1b . The variety X.�3/ is defined by the
polynomial

.1C r � 4r2
� 2r3

C 2r4
C r5

�x2
C 2r2x2

� r4x2/

�
�
1C8r�40r2

�46r3
C110r4

C71r5
�113r6

�43r7
C54r8

C11r9
�12r10

�r11
Cr12

� 8x2
� 8rx2

C 60r2x2
C 21r3x2

� 130r4x2
� 7r5x2

C 118r6x2
� 16r7x2

� 46r8x2
C 12r9x2

C 6r10x2
� 2r11x2

C 4x4
� 19r2x4

C 5r3x4
C 32r4x4

� 15r5x4
� 22r6x4

C 15r7x4
C 4r8x4

� 5r9x4
C r10x4

�
;

where the first factor defines the canonical component X0 and the second factor defines
the component X1 . These two curves intersect at 84 points, counting multiplicities.
However, 76 of these correspond to 2 ideal points (with multiplicities 24 and 52). There
are 8 affine intersections points .r;x/, each with multiplicity 1. The r –coordinates
are the four roots of the polynomial r4 � 2r3C 3. The x–coordinates are the eight
roots of the polynomial 144x8�1424x6C5160x4�8400x2C6125. These algebraic
nonintegral numbers determine the traces of the meridian.

Consider the representation �W �3! SL2C given by

�.a/D

�
� 1

0 ��1

�
and �.b/D

�
� 0

s ��1

�
corresponding to one of the intersection points, with �� 0:44228C 0:601587i (an
algebraic number of degree 8 over Q) and s � 2:60504C 0:835079i (an algebraic
integral of degree 4 over Q). The image of the longitude has trace a root of the
polynomial

`4
� 212`3

C 15768`2
� 385360`C 8647328

(� 95:247C 42:4755i ), an algebraic integer.
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6 Final remarks

6.1 Multiple components

Riley [15] describes three cases in which a noncanonical component of characters of
irreducible representations can arise in the character variety of two-bridge knots. One
way we get a noncanonical component is if there exists an epimorphism from the knot
group onto another knot group. However, this is not the case for the knots J.2n; 2n/.

Claim 6.1 There is no epimorphism from �n onto another knot group.

Proof The knot J.2n; 2n/ has Alexander polynomial

�n.t/D n2t2
C .1� 2n2/t C n2:

Since its quadratic discriminant, 1� 4n2 , is negative, �n is an irreducible integral
polynomial.

Denote the knot J.2n; 2n/ by K and suppose there exists an epimorphism from
�n onto the knot group � 0 for some other knot K0 . The Alexander polynomial of
K0 must divide �n (see eg Remark (3) of [2, Proposition 1.11]) and, furthermore,
K0 is necessarily a two-bridge knot [2, Corollary 1.3]. However, two-bridge knots
have nontrivial Alexander polynomials. Therefore K0 must have the same Alexander
polynomial �n.t/.

Let �M and �M 0 denote the infinite cyclic covers of S3 � J.2n; 2n/ and S3 �K0 ,
respectively. Mayland [10] expressed the derived groups  .M / and  .M 0/ of �M
and �M 0 for any two-bridge knots as a union of parafree groups in such a way that [1,
Proposition 2.1] applies to show  .M / and  .M 0/ are residually torsion-free nilpotent.
That is,  .M /! Š 1Š  .M 0/! , where G! is the !–term in the lower central series
and ! is the first infinite cardinal.

Since the knots share the same Alexander polynomial, H1. �M /ŠH1. �M 0/. We can
now apply a theorem of Stallings [19, Theorem 3,4] to the epimorphism hW �1. �M /!

�1. �M 0/ to conclude h is an isomorphism. Therefore, �n and � 0 are isomorphic.

Note that Claim 6.1 was also proved in [11, Proposition 3.1].

Another way in which noncanonical components of characters of irreducible represen-
tations can arise in the character variety is when the knot has a certain nice symmetry
described by Ohtsuki. In particular, whenever a two-bridge knot has two-bridge normal
form .˛; ˇ/ with ˇ2 � 1 mod ˛ and ˇ ¤ 1, there is a diagram from which one
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knot .p; q/ detected slope fibered .p; q/–symmetry epimorphism

74 .15; 11/ 0 no yes no
77 .21; 13/ 6 yes yes no
811 .27; 19/ 6 no no no
96 .27; 5/ 18 no no 31

917 .39; 25/ 10 yes yes no

Table 1: Knots with two components of irreducible representations

can see an orientation-preserving involution. This involution induces a nontrivial
action on the character variety. However, it fixes a neighborhood of the character of a
holonomy representation. Therefore, there exists a noncanonical component containing
characters of irreducible representations (see [12, Proposition 5.5]). Notice that the
knots studied in this paper satisfy these conditions. They have two-bridge normal form
.4n2� 1; 4n2� 2n� 1/.

6.2 Other examples of two-bridge knots with two components

In Table 1 we list knots with crossing number at most 9 whose character variety contain
exactly two components of irreducible components. For all of these, the intersection
points are Galois conjugates and detect the same slope. The table includes the 2–bridge
normal form, the detected slope, whether or not the knot is fibered or has the .p; q/–
symmetry described in Section 6.1, and if there is an epimorphism from the knot group
to another knot group. Whenever a knot is fibered, a Seifert surface cannot be detected
by ideal nor by algebraic nonintegral points in the character variety.

In addition to these, the knot groups for the knots 105 , 109 and 1032 are known to have
epimorphisms onto the trefoil knot group. Indeed, the two-bridge knots 96 , 105 , 109

and 1032 are the only knots up to 10 crossings whose knot groups have epimorphisms
to another two-bridge knot (see [7, Theorem 1.1]). The knot groups surject to the
trefoil knot group in such a way that the peripheral subgroup is sent to the peripheral
subgroup of the trefoil knot group. Since the noncanonical component of the character
variety corresponds to the canonical component of the trefoil character variety, the
detected slopes correspond to detected slopes of the trefoil knot. As a fibered knot, the
only detected slope of the trefoil knot is 6, so the detected slopes for 96 , 105 , 109

and 1032 are multiples of 6.

6.3 Two-bridge knots with three components

One may also want to consider two-bridge knots with three distinct components of
irreducible representations in the character variety. Two examples of these are the knots
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923 and 1040 with two-bridge normal forms .45; 19/ and .75; 29/, both of which
satisfy the symmetry condition described above and provide epimorphisms to the trefoil
group. These two knots each have character varieties with a canonical component, a
distinct component corresponding to the symmetry condition, and a distinct component
corresponding to the canonical component of the character variety of the trefoil (to
see that the knot group has an epimorphism to the trefoil knot group, refer to [7,
Theorem 1.1]). All pairwise intersection points between these three components are
algebraic nonintegral with the trace of the meridian nonintegral by a prime over 2, and
correspond to irreducible representations. We note that the character variety of the knot
1040 has triple intersection points between these three components.
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